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Exposure to infrasound has been demonstrated to 

affects recipients with symptoms including fear, 

sorrow, depression, anxiety, nausea, chest 

pressure and hallucination. It can cause objects to 

move through vibration and the body’s internal 

organs can be affected. 

The term infrasonic applied to sound refers to 

sound waves below the frequencies of audible 

sound. Nominally includes frequencies under 20 

Hz. Sources of infrasound in nature includes 

volcanoes, avalanches, earthquakes and 

meteorites. 

The healthy human ear can hear frequencies 

ranging from 20 Hz to 20,000Hz. Over time, the 

hair-like stereocilia may get damaged or broken. 

If enough of them are damaged, hearing loss 

results. The high frequency area of the cochlea is 

often damaged by loud sound. 

Infrasound is sound which extends below the 

range of human hearing (from 20 Hz to 0.001 

Hz), and it emitates from many natural and man-

made sources. For example, some animals, such 

as whales, elephants and giraffes communicate 

using infrasound over long distances. 

Sonic and ultrasonic weapons (USW) are 

weapons of various types that use sound to injure, 

incapacitate, or kill a target. New personal 

communications shows that infrasound can cause 

trough vibrations, resonance frequency about 7 

Hz with internal organs of humans cause also 

cancer, such as colorectal cancer, pancreatic 

cancer, etc. (2)    

Some of these weapons have been described as 

sonic bullets, sonic grenades, sonic mines, or 

sonic cannons. Some USWs make a focused 

beam of sound or ultrasound, some made an area 

field of sound. 

As an example of used sonic weapon we can use 

The LRAD Sound Cannon as an acoustic weapon 

and communication device. Developed by the 

LRAD Corporation to broadcast messages and 

pain-inducing deterrent tones over long 

distances. LRAD devices come in various 

iterations that produce varying degrees of sound. 

They can be mounted to a vehicle or handheld.  

Protests in Fergusson, Missouri have reached a 

terrifying fever pitch, and the ludicrously armed 

Fersguson Police Department is bringing all its 

crowd-control weapons to bear, tear gas, stun 

grenades, rubber bullets. One of the most 

controversial of those is the LRAD Sound 

Cannon. The device produces a sound that can be 

directed in a beam up to 30-degress wide, and the 

military-grade LRAD 2000X can transmit voice 

commands at up to 162 dB up to 5.5 miles away. 

The LRAD Corporation says that anyone within 

a 100 meters of the device’s sound path will 

experience an extreme pain. The version 

generally utilized by Police Departments (the 

LRAD 500X) is designed to communicate at up 

to 2000 meters during ideal conditions. In a 

typical outdoor environment, the device can be 

heard for 650 meters. The 500X is also capable 

of short bursts of directed sound that cause 

headaches in anyone within a 300 meter range. 

Anyone within 15 meters of the device’s audio 

path can experience permanent hearing loss. 

LRAD claims the device is not a weapon, but a 

directed-sound communication device. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The LRAD device has been used on several 

occasions against activists in the USA. The first 

documented use was in Pittsburgh during the 

G20 Summit in 2009. The LRAD infra-sound 

device has potentially long-term effects, 

including permanent hearing loss. Human 

discomfort starts when sound hits 120 dB, well 

below the LRAD’s threshold. Permanent hearing 

loss begins at 130 dB, and if the device is turned 

up to 140 dB, anyone within its path would not 

only suffer hearing loss, but also lose their 

balance, and be unable to move out of the path of 

the audio. 

LRAD systems are deployed at airports to 

sonically deter birds from residing in the pats of 

aircrafts. The bio-acoustic deterrent helps 
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minimize bird strikes. It means that this device is 

available for military, police, secret services and 

also for agricultural companies to sonically deter 

birds, (in Slovakia reportedly suspected: Rudolf 

Ertinger with AT Dunaj Dubnik, Slovakia, and 

his assistant Tomas Pinke, their  cars: RV 137 

ER, TN 181 EB, NZ 708 FY, NZ 702 EG), etc.  

From the above information it follows that the 

similar bio-acoustic deterrents may have been 

developed also in other countries, first of all in 

other powers, such as Russia, China, India. 

Reportedly, above mentioned bio-acoustic 

deterrents may use also the Russian-based 

organized crime (RBOC), and also in different 

local groups of organized crime in V 4 countries.   

As it was published in Western media, Russian 

ambassadors keep dying in mysterious ways. For 

example, former Russian ambassador to the 

United Nations, Vitaly Churkin, who died in 

February 2017 in New York. The US State 

Department asked the New York medical 

examiner’s office to not release his autopsy.  

Reportedly, seven Russian ambassadors have 

died in mysterious ways over the last two years. 

What’s concerning here is that Russia, according 

to Richard Walton, Scotland Yard’s former 

counter-terror commander, is skilled it 

disguising, probably by using biological 

(including bio-acoustic deterrents) or chemical 

agents that leave no trace. There are simply a lot 

of really weird coincidences in our world, Rolf 

Mowatt-Larsen, an intelligence expert at the 

Harvard Kennedy School, told to media.  (1)     

From the official U. S. State Department data is 

known that already in the year 1978 from the 22 

American diplomats working in Moscow had got 

18 (!) problems with their carcinogenesis. This 

situation has been only worsened further during 

later decades’ development at the field of sonic 

weapons. Today there are a lot of possibilities for 

example to use sonic weapons from the space 

satellites, like is category of Russian ERA-

GLONASS satellites, (they can blockade 

completely the whole electronic system of the 

terrestrial cars), etc. (3)   

I was working at the Embassy of the Slovak 

Republic to Russia in Moscow during the years 

2002-2006 as the First Secretary and have also 

some similar problems with Sonic Attacks. In 

December, 2017 I have sent my request to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak 

Republic (MoFA SR) in Bratislava to make 

investigation of my case of sonic health 

problems. The official Human Resources’ 

General Secretary  of the MoFA SR Pavol 

Sýkorčin have sent me several months ago a 

letter rejecting my request for as minimum 

financial rehabilitation from suffered damage 

during my above diplomatic mission in abroad. 

Recently I hope that the investigation of the 

Havana-Case in U. S. State Department will 

prove my experiences. Especially, the AMA’s 

journal JAMA is by my opinion not the best 

solution for a new types of Sonic Weapons 

mechanisms investigation. I am also publishing 

articles in U. S. scientific journals at the field of 

Biology during several years and I am convinced 

that the JAMA is too conservative, old-

fashioned, out-dated scientific journal. They 

have only very limited information about new 

weapon technologies used recently by military 

and security forces of the modern states. From 

this reason I am rejecting the JAMA’s 

conclusions in Havana-Case investigation as not 

enough qualified!  

Today there is ongoing a Secret Sonic World War 

between big powers, and smaller countries too, 

first of all at the level of their Military 

Intelligence, which is one of the leading cause of 

the World Cancer Epidemic! The problem is that 

the victims of these secret operations don’t know 

about the dangers of carcinogenesis caused by 

above Secret Sonic War…Uncontrolled 

Military Intelligence is today the Main Deficit 

in the Rule of Law System of the Modern 

Democracies in the 21st.  It is functioning like 

“the State over State”. 

For this reason I am convinced, that the topic of 

sonic weapons caused carcinogenesis is also 

relevant for bigger interest from the circles of the 

United Nations and the World Health 

Organization and other similar international 

organizations.  

 

Figure1. The LRAD Infra-Sound Cannon mounted to 

a vehicle. 
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